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We reengineered the tabs on the B/L Entry screen to allow you to enter and send the 
ISF-10 or ISF-5, all while staying on the same menu. You can now tab back and forth
between the B/L Header, Items & Containers, Marks & Descriptions, ISF, and HTSUS tabs. 

Streamlined 

ISF & B/L Entry

Click Send to submit your ISF to CBP,
all while staying on the same entry

screens. 

You will now be able to enter your ISF
information and tab back and forth to

finish your B/L entry. 
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When a Delete is received, the activity will now be designated as “ISF
Deleted”, instead of “Response received from CBP."

ISF Customs

History Update
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Not sure why you haven't received a response from CBP? Now you can check
vessel messages with the click of a button from the B/L Inquiry screen. 

Just click on the hyperlink under Vessel and it takes you to the Vessel Error Details
from Customs screen. From here, you can drill down to see detailed messages from
CBP and figure out what you need to do to get your B/L on file. 

Quick Access to 

Customs History

Simply click on the hyperlink
under the Vessel column to

open Customs History Vessel
Messages. 
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You can drill down to see details
from CBP, click Back to

navigate to the B/L Inquiry, or
generate a spreadsheet.



If you catch yourself scrolling through pages of data and want to hop back to
your starting spot, click the new Return to Top button located next to the page
up and down arrows.

B/L Inquiry

Return to Top Button 
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The Vessel Sailing Schedule now displays the Lloyds Code of the vessel,
providing a quick cross reference, so you don't have to navigate to the Vessel
Master. 

Vessel Schedule

Lloyds Code Display
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We added a new filter to the Vessel Schedule Inquiry. You can now search by
Load Port and use this feature with or without the Arrival Date Range Filter.

Vessel Schedule 

Inquiry

Load Port Filter
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Use the Load Port Filter
independently or with the Arrival

Date Range Filter to narrow
your results.



We know it can be confusing to keep up with the type of CBSA Close Amendment
you need to send, so we enhanced the verbiage on the selection box to show Pre
Arrival and Post Arrival. 

CBSA Close

Message Amendments
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Change is now, Change Pre Arrival
Amendment and Corrected is now,

Post Arrival Amendment.



We gave the Send Type description for CBSA a little update to better
clarify between ACI and eManifest transmissions. We also added pre-
arrival and post-arrival to eManifest amendments. 

Send Cargo Manifest

 to CBSA
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WANT TO GET AN EMAIL ALERT WHEN YOU GET AN EU OR JP ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION? 
SET UP AN ALERT FROM THE TOOLS MENU - EMAIL ALERT MAINTENANCE SCREEN.

 
When you click Add on the Email Alert Maintenance Screen, you can now
choose EU and JP Acceptance and Rejection Statuses. Add up to 8 email

addresses to send the alert. 
 
 

Europe & Japan

Email Alerts 
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The routing drop down now includes Great Britain (GB) and other EU
MRN's if applicable. Simply click the green arrow next to the Routing field
on the EU/ENS Information section on the B/L entry page.

Europe Routing 

Drop Down Enhancement
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The e-Stow Inquiry now displays the Vessel Name in addition to the Vessel
Code and Lloyds Code, so you don't have to remember the code. 

Vessel Name 

Displayed on

e-Stow Inquiry
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Got ideas for new features? 
Have comments about the upcoming changes? 

We would love to hear from you! 

Feedback

info@vilden.com

Support
Have questions?
Need assistance?

We've got you covered!

support@vilden.com
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